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Quality Improvement Forum  
I.  Call to Order Meeting was called to order at 9:00am  
II.  Introduction of Staff and 
Students 
 
 

 

III.  Purpose of Forum  

Block 1 Morning – Kathy Hanneken/Kelly Newcomer– Student Representatives -Dusty Burchett and Bryce Burgess  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
1.  They would like more simulation experiences/ More simulation in the clinical lab sessions prior to going to the 

clinical agency 
2. Sometimes the text book information and the ppt’s don’t match up exactly/ Changes to all the ppt’s and learning 

resources are changing to one system so this should no longer be an issue 
3. Want more review of lecture content in NUR 104 class/ Kathy & Kelly will work on doing this more for next semester  
4. Some sites had 25+ different students from different schools there all on one day/ Kathy will address this with 

scheduling and see if this is possible (not supposed to happen with clinical coordination).  
5. They would like to pick their clinical site based on location/ Maybe add a location area on the clinical request form.   
6. Sometimes adjunct faculty may teach or demonstrate something different than full time instructors. /Kathy & Block 

1 team are planning a paid meeting with the adjuncts prior to going to the agencies to review items and to make sure 
we are all doing things alike as possible 

Nursing Department FT Faculty and Staff in Attendance 
X Elizabeth Allen X Elizabeth Crandall X Jerilyn Hansen X Bud Parris 
X Lisa Baba X Diane Dietz X Mike Hughes X Linda Peters 
X Glenna Bayer X Anna Drazenovic X Chris Humprey X Belinda Weiss 
X Mary Boyce X Ginny Eichelis X Denise Lewis X Justine Willman 
X Diana Breed X Wes Foster X Linda Mackey X Joanne Zimmerman 
X Jared Christy X Kathy Hanneken X Kelly Newcomer   
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B. Student 
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps  

 

1. More simulation in the clinical lab sessions prior to going to the clinical agency/ Kelly and Kathy will see what they 
can do to incorporate more “mini” sims in lab and use the new V-sim in lab or the classroom. 

Block 1 Afternoon – Wes Foster/Denise Lewis-Student Representatives- Carey Gunder and Trista Reynolds  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
1. ATI provides great study information; like ATI it helps reinforce class content. ATI provides great study information; 

like ATI it helps reinforce class content 
2. Reading assignments are reasonable.  Like power points (on line lecture). Pre-class activities help prepare for class. 
3. Class content reflects test questions. 
4. Lab practice matches clinical. 
5. Breakout sessions well done. 
6. In class activities help with learning. 
7. Videos repetitive but help reinforce learning. 
8. Like the way the class is switched up each week. 
9. Everything flows nicely. 
10. Love clinical. 
11. All resources helpful, easy to understand; overall happy with tools. 
12. Fundies and Iggy great, everything works well together. 
13. Simulation are helpful. 
14. Jared is helpful and reminds us of our compliance items. 
15. Advisors are quite knowledgeable. 
16. Teachers are great. 
17. Joanne is always very helpful 

 
B.   Student 
Recommendations for 

1. ATI unreliable and many technical issues, not worth money. ATI problems with posting and logging in. Too much 
work in ATI for one point. / We are converting to a new system and will be looking at making sure the assignments 
are points are a match for the work involved for the student. 
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Change/Improvement/ Next 
Steps  

 
 
 
 

2. Too much information/too much reading assignments teach week.  Want more lecture and less breakout times. / 
The flipped classroom is not going away.  And the reading requirements are distributed throughout the semester.  
There is a lot of material to cover each semester. 

3. Cardiac, respiratory, fluids and electrolytes on the same exam is setting us up for failure. / Block 1 faculty will look 
at if it is possible to move fluids and electrolytes to the second exam. 

4. Spend too much time playing games in class (104 we assume). / Students are encouraged that if something needs 
to be covered in the 104 to email the faculty.  Three such requests were made this semester. 

5. Traveling for clinical too far.  Student stated that “we did not take into account work obligations”. / Students were 
told to put their cross streets on the form to help minimize this.  Mesa Nursing serves the Mesa area so folks outside 
of Mesa (like the faculty) will have to drive farther to get to clinical.  This is reality. 

6. More preparation for what clinical will be like.  Better structure of what students can and cannot do. / Faculty is 
creating a document that we will share with all adjuncts and students.  But the bottom line as we have stated is 
anything that you were taught in class you can do in clinical.  Some things will need instructor supervision and some 
do not. 

7. Clinical sites are not always friendly seem annoyed/ignoring students. / Please let faculty know what sites and give 
specific examples please.  This is vague and we cannot act on vague comments. 

8. Student states they want more students at their clinical site. / The sites dictate how many students we can have 
there.  In future Blocks, many sites only allow 6 to 8 students. 

9. Would like to be partnered up with a NA for first week of clinical to learn basic care skills. / Adjuncts have always 
asked to do this.  When we meet as a team in future semesters, we will remind adjuncts that this should be done. 

10. SkyScape does not have a complete med list. / If a student spells a drug incorrectly, Skyscape will not return any 
matches. We are also converting to another system so for future blocks, this may not be an issue. 

11. Should have more actual mannequins to inject into vs just pads. / Unfortunately, this is cost prohibitive at this time. 
12. More simulation in breakout labs. / Block 1 will be starting this in the Fall. 
13. Would like a bigger student practice lab and weekend lab hours and would like main lab to be open for all 

practicum practice.  Dedicated faculty person for the student lab in evening hours and open later in evenings. / We 
will explore this possibility but would students actually use extended hours?  Hardly anyone is in the lab between 
0700 and 0900 and it is rarely used at all on Fridays. 
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Having 816 open for practice before all practicums is not possible (other students on campus using the lab) 
14. Should be one more nursing advisor to assist with items between blocks.  More advisement hours and faster email 

responses. / If there is an issue please contact Block Lead, if issue persists the Department Chair will be notified.  
None have been reported to anyone’s knowledge.  

15. Nursing specific tutors on campus. / We have Online Tutoring and Study Buddies.  Online Tutoring is not being used 
again.  

16. Want access to free NCLEX 4000 outside of campus. / You have access to this – rnpedia.com.  This is the NCLEX 
3500.  And you have many review questions built into ATI through Learning System RN.  And you can purchase 
NCLEX 400 
 

C. Feedback from other reps 
for Block 1 

Take the initiative for your education and be proactive. You get out of it what you put into it.  If you want to work 
with a NA, then do it. 
Be flexible and adaptive because you need to be.  Nothing is perfect and nursing needs to be fluid 
Skills lab is rarely used in the early morning or late evening so make arrangements to use it. 

Block 2 Morning – Jeri Hansen/Linda Mackey – Student Representatives-  Daniel Geitzenhauer and Gabrielle Sanchez  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
 
 

1. Like the new ATI videos. 
2. Med-Surg enjoyed clinical 
3. Those who had inpatient psych enjoyed it 
4. Love simulation 
5. Appreciate Joanne, Tiffany and Tuesdee, and front office support 

 
B. Student 

Recommendations 
for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 

1. Voice-over powerpoints are often hard to hear.  Sometimes info seems inconsistent with lecture. / Planning 
underway for re-do of videos and powerpoints. 

2. ATI tests sometimes have questions that are above level and there is no resource to study the information prior to 
the test on some of the tests.  Would like points for trying when questions not appropriate for level. / Will review 
ATI test questions again. 

3. Some facilities allow differing opportunities – like surgical day – would like all to have opportunity. / Opportunities 
are allowed by the facility – but we can request. 
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4. Some sites for outpatient psych not student friendly and minimal learning opportunities. / Instructors are aware, 
and some psych facilities may change, however we are limited in what facilities are assigned. 

5. Want more – would like the simulation to run longer – allow students to complete interventions. / Time and 
actions of the student’s dictate this. 

6. Would like de-brief to tell them what they did wrong – not ask students for self-analysis. / Self-analysis is a method 
of clinical reasoning and more likely to effect change in individual 

7. Would like 1 day to orient to the sim room not the short orientation prior to sim. / Diana and instructors will take 
under advisement 

8. Nurse pack – would like more IV needles and j-loops – also some like used at Honor health. / IV kits and needles are 
expensive – discussion is under way for ways to allow students to purchase more if desired. 

9. Can the glass room by Diane’s office be opened on Fridays for students to schedule? /The student study room will 
be open on Fridays starting in May. 

Block 2 Afternoon – Belinda Weiss/Mike Hughes- Student Representatives -Jay Detwiler and Sarah Fensterheim 
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcome 
 
 

1. The students enjoy the tests as well as the sims. 
2. Classwork matches the experiences students had in the real world 
3. Love the instructors 
4. Diane, Joanne, and Jared are awesome 

B. Student    
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 
 
 
 

1. Students find the voiceovers for lectures to be hard to understand.  Belinda needs to create more voiceovers as 
well. / Jeri Hansen and Belinda Weiss will strive to redo/create voiceovers this summer. 

2. More consistency with lectures and in-class work and clinical. / This will be looked at closely to see how lectures 
and in-class work can line up better. 

3. The students like inpatient psych rotations better than outpatient. / We are at the mercy of our clinical agencies, 
psych rotations can be challenging to get and we are appreciative of what we do have. 

4. Students love sim – can it run longer?  Students feel as though they need more debriefing time. / It is time sensitive 
because all have to go through the sim.  Diana will do a follow up debriefing when possible.  It may be online. 

5. Can there be an orientation to the sim room prior to the actual sim? / Yes, and this will be started in the Fall. 
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6. Need more IV supplies and need to obtain the Honor Health IV start kits as they are different than Banner and 
Dignity. / Joanne has extra IV supplies and will give them to you.  Just ask.  We are asking Honor for a sample 
pack(s) 

7. Students would like to have the Student Study Room (HW-859) open on Fridays. / Done.  Please be mindful to 
follow the schedule as that room is also used for meetings. 

8. Can there by psych sims? /Done. Diana will create the psych sims. 
9. Make watching “A Beautiful Mind” a pre-class activity. /Done. 
10. Provide a lab book for sims. / It is in the room already and is part of the sim paperwork. 
11. Would like a skills check off book like they had in Block 1. / This will be recreated 

Block 3 Morning – Anna Drazenovic/Linda Peters  
A. Student Feedback/  

Comments/Outcomes 
 

1. Quizzes are fine. 
2. Like: “Linda and Anna giving rationales-what you need to know as a nurse” 

 
B. Student 

Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 
 
 
 

1. ATI “hot mess”. / ATI is being replaced. 
2. One more test in OB (rather than one test worth 60 points; two tests worth 30 points each. / Anna spoke with 

Elizabeth Crandall (PM OB instructor) and both are happy to provide two OB tests instead of just one. 
3. Voiceovers for med/surg. /Linda will be providing the voiceovers over the summer.  
4. Apple product users have technical problems with voiceovers. (Do not hear the voice with the slide). /Anna to 

contact CTL and determine if this can be fixed. (Non-Apple users do not have this issue).  
5. Is it possible to have OB simulation? / Will consider however up to now felt the hours in OB lab are better spend 

doing math and narrative charting. 
6. Uneven math practice (more practice in OB than in med/surg). / Less lab/clinical skills in OB therefore there is more 

time available to do math. 
7. Students find great value in Docucare. Once they became familiar with the program, they really like it. / Instructors 

to continue issuing assignments in Docucare to increase student proficiency. 
Block 3 Afternoon – Elizabeth Crandall/Justine Willman- 

A. Student Feedback/  
Comments/Outcomes 

1. Students enjoyed DocuCare. 
2. Leveling of the questions was appreciated. 
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3. The simulations were a highlight of the semester, students “loved” them. 
 

B. Student 
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

1. Students love the math packet, is the key available for it? / Linda will have it available. 
2. Would like two 30 point OB exams instead of one 60-point exam. / Done 
3. Voiceovers not compatible with some Apple products. / It is the platform we used.  The faculty will provide an 

instruction sheet on how to make it work on Apple. 
4. Can there be an OB sim? / Diana will recreate one. 
5. Why is math in the OB section only? / That is where the hours were dedicated by district policy 
6. Want more practice with charting. / Will incorporate this in lab/sim 
7. Clarify the importance of IV medications and increase the critical thinking with IV medication complexity and have 

clearer expectations of IV meds for OB. / This is discussed starting in Block 2 and should have followed through.  
Students are expected to use their resources to help with administration and if they have questions in class, ask 
them. 

8. Want 4 quizzes instead of 3 to help keep them focused (weekly quizzes). / Done 
9. Need to reintroduce urinary caths in OB lab. / Done 
10. Inconsistencies with adjuncts. / Need specifics but follow the syllabus and also provide examples that we can follow 

up with. 
Block 4 Morning – Mary Boyce-Student Representatives-Keri Bentley and Brittane Butler  

A. Student Feedback/  
Comments/Outcomes 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. ATI, EBP, MS Formatime-Summative sim forms are busy work. 
2. Voiceovers:  Love the Liz and Lisa combo voiceovers.   
3. NUR104 waste of money, not helpful.  Just like an extension of class/ Sent out survey monkey for input from the 

current class for revision of the course. 
4. More lecturing in class and less self-teaching. 
5. No one likes 7AM class start. 
6. Content enhancement at all levels.  i.e. ABG content, teach all in B2, then ready to apply at B4.   
7. Different resources given to PM, more hints.  Concern with equity. 
8. Peds clinicals (Cardons, PCH) mostly shadowing, too many students for instructors to get to. Opportunities lost. 
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9. Cath Lab Placement not recommended.  Nice to visit for a little while only.   
10. ATI not useful/ ATI being phased out starting in the fall. 
11. Docucare well received 
12. Overall feel disadvantaged as the first group in the new curriculum 
13. More coordination with CEP partner’s/ Capstone assignments, what is covered in ADN program, sharing of 

schedules. 
14. Appreciate visibility and communications from the Nursing Department Chair 

B. Student  
Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 

 
 
 
 

1. LPN role (AZBN vs. NCLEX-LPN test plan): Only introduce one or introduce both resources at the same time.  NCLEX-
LPN test plan for NCLEX-RN exam. AZBN LPN role for practice in the state of AZ. Pending Block 3 and Block 4 
discussion. 

2. Would like more visual aids and tactile experiences in the classroom/ Use of nebulizer equipment.  Instructors will 
bring more visual aids to class. 

3. More consistency between AM and PM/More Team communication.  Block 4 will conduct team meeting during the 
Fall semester. 

4. Voiceovers:  Mary’s voiceovers too long.  Mary revising this summer using the new screen cast-o-matic format. 
5. Give a separate pharm class/Consider use of NUR104 for pharmacology review.  Block 4 team to discuss. 
6. Skills:  Recommend skills practice days with instructors present/Create skills program that builds on each semester 

and works/runs the same way.  Make practice mandatory.  Adding entrance skills testing, team will meet to discuss 
(Skills Instructional Sessions. 

7. Simulations:   
-Provide expectations prior to sim (objectives, prep and skills needed).   
-Prefer not using incident reports in simulations 
-Watching sims in the classroom is not helpful (can’t hear or see what is going on) 
-Sims in smaller groups (3) 
-Encourage full participation 
-More critical thinking through all the blocks/Block 4 team to meet to standardize simulations. 

8.  
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Block 4 Afternoon-Bud Parris – Student  Representatives- Miranda Licano/Codee Huffer 
A. Student Feedback/ 

Comments/Outcomes 
 

1. ATI is not helpful and way to expensive/ATI has been replaced by another student resource. 
2. Pediatric group work not helpful/Flipped program dictates more group will need to be done. 
3. Doorslap in peds was great 
4. Peds: Level of question difficulty on quizzes matches exam  
5. Love the adjuncts and clinical sites  
6. Osborn is awesome  
7. There is a lot of online learning as always.  
8. Doccucare is amazing, I hope that it is introduced in block one because it will help with care plans. Will be 

introduced in all corosponding Blocks. 
9. Lab bag is not worth buying.  Lab bag is continuing to be pared down, Joanne is meeting District-wide to implement 

changes in the Lab Bag. 
10. It feels like the text book for pediatrics not needed.  Not a required purchase, new Lippencott system will cover all 

specialties.  
11. Peds: Varied resources, wanting consistent reference material.  Pediatric instructors continuing to collaborate and 

homogenize content.  
12. Students would like more sims. Simulation will continue to supplement clinical experiences. 
13. Everyone is very helpful (Lab and Support Services) 
14. Carla all day lab was very helpful and appreciated 
15. Students think extra pump work would be beneficial. IV pump work to be emphasized more in Block 3 and 

additional courses will be offered between semesters. 
16. In the new curriculum- Blood Draws- trach care (more than an introduction) Compensation of ABG’s Applying EKG 

leads). More skill work to emphasized through simulation and clinical experiences  
 

B. Student  1. Sometimes lectures get off track, putting a “schedule” on the board was helpful.  Will continue to implement a 
schedule available on the board.  New tool from Block 1 to be used to keep classroom activity on track. 
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Recommendations for 
Change/Improvement/ 
Next Steps 
 

2. Find a uniform way in which to give test questions back throughout the Blocks. Instructors in all Blocks will try 
harder to communicate system of test review. 

3. Lecture more and have more SIMS.  Curriculum is flipped so there won’t be more lectures.  Simulations will 
continue to be used to supplement the clinical experience. 

4. Testing:  Have question reviewed/ taken by another RN.  This recommendation is being implemented more often 
come Fall 17. 

5. Peds: Quizzes had material that had not been discussed in class, there was not enough time to allow for question 
and clarification.  Students would like the quizzes to include material that has only been discussed in class.  
Students are responsible for all online lecture content as well as classroom discussion. 

6. How can we connect with hospitals to set up job opportunities/information on preceptorship?  Students would like 
Professional Day be held earlier on in the semester.  Professional Day needs to be held after the final exam, 
scheduling as well as logical curriculum placement. 

7. Allow a textbook to be referenced for definite values/ information. Definitive values are textbook referenced.  
8. Students would like more assigned reading material.  Readings are available to supplement lecture and classroom 

experiences.  
9. 104 class seems like a class extension.  Students request that class finishes on time and leave 104 for review on 

material. Also better communication so students are aware that the class may be extended lecture. Block 4 
instructors considering reducing number of 104 sessions and focusing content on question review 

10. Workload/Paperwork in Block 4:  Is it possible to move some of the assignments to other areas of the program.  
Current assignment mix meets Block 4 Student Learning Outcomes. 

Remarks From Diane Dietz 
1. Thank you to:  
a. QI Forum participants - Linda Peters, student representatives and all students who participated in the process 
b. Students who participated in surveys over the course of the semester:  equipment, lab/clinical feedback, courses 
c. Student volunteers over the course of the semester: focus group, Anatomy Academy, photo shoot 
2. Student Resources 

a.  Phasing out ATI per student feedback over several semesters;  B2-B4 will continue with Docu-Care at no additional charge 
b. New equipment purchased:  WOWs / scanners; Doppler/electronic BP machines; student printer; possible Pyxis 
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3. Summer Nursing Continuing Education courses: EKG, pain management, simulation, labs/diagnostics, IV Med Administration 
4. NCLEX Pass Rates for MCC in 2016 – 93.38%;  MaricopaNursing passrates across the District are higher than all BSN programs in Arizona 
5. Continuing accreditation visit 9/26-9/28, 2017 

Adjournment – 11:00am 
 


